
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the iPhone6Plus, iPhone007x NY Times 

Front Page Story they well be Dash Cams for the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort, cops can see you in your car, 

hear you in your car and call you in your car, grin! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the HealthKit API Apple co-founder Steve 

Jobs left this world far too early, and during his waning 

moments at the company he built into an empire, his 

declining health due to pancreatic cancer and subsequent 

complications was painfully obvious. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the HealthKit API that can monitor 

everything - Monitor the correct diagnosis and speedy Mach 

speed treatment should be given to Yale Key West Medical 

School. Video to Video on your Iphone6Plus with law 

enforcement, as the Supreme Court will rule in 4 hours not 4 

years. Job's would have been in surgery at Yale New Haven 

Med School on the 2nd day he found out he had cancer. 

Order from the Supreme Court to a Apple CEO. Now the 

timing is right to give 7 Billion People what would have 

saved Jobs life. All we need to do this is Tim Cook's Apple and 

$777 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia + Mecca! And a 

Supreme Court ruling that you must do this surgery or 

treatment ASAP, right now to save your life Steve. What 

would Steve Jobs have said on his 1st Day knowing he had 

cancer? And knowing the Supreme court ordered the best 
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cancer? And knowing the Supreme court ordered the best 

possible Med School + treatment plan to live to today? 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... NY Times 

Front Page Tomorrow! Smog Alert! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... U.S. 

Ready to Train Iraqi Security Forces to Fight ISIS, Kerry Says" 

By MICHAEL R. GORDON NY Times. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Kerry 

said he knew Putin would send Russian Troops to Syria, this 

is what we wanted, even my Heinz wife wanted Putin to send 

in Russian Troops. To Hell with it. 

9-10-14 Boston on 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort... "Officer describes food scattered among blood after 

pizza delivery killing"Maria Cramer and John R. Ellement 

The Boston Globe. Gas Station Blood + Gasoline mix like Kerry 

+ marry Money... Boston is home to Kerry not his "Battle 

Field" against war criminals, well criminals anyway! 

Anyone need Heinz Ketchup... for your pizza? 

9-10-14 9/11 and the iPhone6Plus, iPhone007x NY Times 

Front Page “We’re totally reliant on the exposed numbers 

and the outdated and vulnerable mag stripe,” said Timothy 

D. Cook, Apple’s chief executive, at an event in Cupertino, 

Calif., on Tuesday. “Which all of us know aren’t so secure.” 

The timing may be right, too for the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat 

+ iPhone6Plus, iPhone007x domestic violence + murder iApps 

with plug in mic + speakers can save the lives of Oscar 

Pistorius women + "OJ" clones. Women who date "OJ" who 

really don't believe they will be murdered. Stats are secret 

Classified like "Smart Car" spine surgery stats. Facebook gives 

fundraising family a heartless response over child's photo A 

father's social media plea for his ailing infant in need of a 

heart transplant was met with a cold hearted response from 

Facebook. Yale's 4 Star General will talk day before my BDay 

at Yale, if I were there I would say Declare War on Saudi 

Arabia, dead kids from Bush - Cheney selling organs to the 

Saudi Prince. One more Pentagon War Crime. 4 Star 

Generals don't know the names of the Nearest 4 Stars + their 

Aliens. Grin. 
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Aliens. Grin. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the heart transplant go to Saudi Arabia + 

Cheney. The timing may be right, too for the 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat as 1st Day on the Job these MD women will get every 

Heart!! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the NY Times Front Page Yesterday was 

"Boom in Energy Oil + Gas Production in YOUNGSTOWN, 

Ohio." "Greg Hess is looking to hire men for the "Oil Boom" 

Greg Hess knows Childhood Cancers are having a Boom from 

SMOG! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the NY Times Front Page Yesterday was 

"After Punch Rice is Out" by Ken Belson NYT. Ken at the NY 

Times knows there are 777 Trillion women sucker punched, 

motionless knocked out and will not report this. Video of Gas 

Station Hold Ups were OJ sucker punches the women after he 

got the cash, out of malice! 

9-10-14 9/11 Happy birthday Dartmouth! The town of 

Dartmouth, Mass., celebrated its 350th birthday this past 

weekend with a parade, the culmination of a summer of 

smaller festivities. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... NY Times 

Front Page Tomorrow! Fiery Cop Car Crash #800 In Uganda 

alone, hospitals admit 10,000 road-traffic accident patients 

each year + are short 777 Trillion MD's who are working in 

Saudi Arabia. 

9-10-14 9/11 and Yale's ROTC + Yale Campus General 

Raymond T. Odierno. Hell No We Won't Go... and LEAK the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Yale Medical School is off limits 

to General Odierno! Med Students aren't Cadets! 

9-10-14 9/11 and Pentagon's Joint Chiefs of Staff, $777 

Trillion in Oil Revenues since the suppression of the 1980 
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Trillion in Oil Revenues since the suppression of the 1980 

Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort. 2015 Model 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort would be laser guided and cab 

more crash protection than the Pentagons most Advanced 

"Tank". 

9-10-14 9/11 and the 19,000 SWF murdered by a drunk man 

85% of the time... Pentagon will do the math and bury their 

women with the Breast Cancer Statistics on page 777 of the 

New York Times! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the 19,000 SWF murdered... World Wide 

Statistics are "Off Limits" as "Compartmentalization" is the 

limiting of access to information... Oscar Pistorius trial: With 

the verdict expected tomorrow, 9/11. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the way Fox News worded this headline... 

"Plans aim to move Hawaii's homeless population out of 

tourist meccas" Gallows Humor as Mecca has $777 Trillion 

that should will go to Hawaii's Homeless after the coup! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the way NBC News Staff worded this 

headline... "Not Again: Chlorine Gas Used in Syria, 

Watchdog Says" NBCNews.com Staff. Gallows humor at NBC 

Comcast Owned as kids in NYC have been Poisoned with 

Gasoline Exhaust, millions of kids have a "Battle" with SMOG 

Chemicals which Comcast put off limits in NBC Nightly News! 

9-10-14 9/11 "Israel Investigating Possible Gaza War 

Misconduct" By ISABEL KERSHNER... Holocaust II by Israel via 

the "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" and there would not have 

been the last 5 Gaza mass murders of grandma + kids as 

there would never had been the last 5 wars if Israel didn't 

suppress the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Focus. Focus on the 

cure for breast cancer, no. Israel has the highest rate of 

breast cancer of any Nation on Earth and murders its own 

Grandma's by using their Race for the Cure money on Gaza 

Wars. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... 
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9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Key West 

will be wifi free when Greg is free... I would put login with 

your Apple ID + Password leave a comment about Apple-

Starbuck, Apple buying Starbucks, in Key West and giving 

Life in Paradise a rescue for $5 a hour wifi 1,001 businesses 

sell the tourists! And don't go to Sipping Internet they 

named their wifi $5 one yellow... guy must have been at the 

MY Lai Massacre. Pictures here... 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/My_Lai_Massacre The M? Lai 

Massacre - was the Vietnam War mass killing of between 347 

and 504 unarmed civilians in South Vietnam on March 16, 

1968. It was committed by U.S. Army soldiers from the 

Company C of the 1st Battalion, 20th Infantry Regiment, 

11th Brigade of the 23rd (Americal) Infantry Division. 

Victims included men, women, children, and infants. Some 

of the women were gang-raped and their bodies mutilated. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Vets who 

did this are at City Hall USA today! 1,001 MY Lai Massacres 

rest are classified. Kerry raped and killed women + kids at 

point blank range! 

9-10-14 9/11 and the iPhone6Plus.... Reachability will help 

users access otherwise unreachable screen elements on larger 

screens. By default, the iPhone 6 Plus takes advantage of its 

extra screen space to put more information on screen. Apps 

that previously featured only one pane of information can 

now offer two in landscape orientation, making the device 

almost feel like a tiny iPad. However, users with vision issues 

who were hoping that the iPhone 6 Plus would be a “large-

print edition” of the iPhone needn’t fret: You can set the 

iPhone 6 Plus to use the display like a regular iPhone 6, at 

which point everything on the screen is just bigger. You 

choose which you prefer: larger or more. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Apple 

Insider does not fit large text on its page. I have to change 

from Larger to med... or the text is covered on the top half... 

out of date on the Apple Insider Web Page is not good for 

Apple so anyone reading this better fix it. 
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9-10-14 9/11 and the One other difference Apple has pointed 

out is that while the iPhone 6 Plus offers optical image 

stabilization on its iSight (back) camera, the iPhone 6 uses 

digital image stabilization (see below). 

9-10-14 9/11 and the iPhone 6 improves on the iPhone 5s’s 

digital image-stabilization feature by taking four photos, 

each with a short exposure time and then automatically 

combining the best parts of each into a single image. This 

feature should reduce blur and noise significantly, as well 

as improve low-light shots. The iPhone 6 Plus adds another 

level of image stabilization by including optical-hardware 

stabilization. Based on motion data from the A8 chip and 

the phone’s gyroscope, the lens itself actually moves to 

automatically adjust and stabilize images. The new iSight 

camera offers better video performance, as well. You can now 

opt to record 1080p HD video at 60 frames per second (fps) 

instead of 30 for smoother video. Both new iPhones also take 

advantage of Focus Pixels to autofocus continually as you 

shoot—you no longer need to tap the screen to update the 

focus if your subjects move—and to refocus more quickly than 

on previous iPhones. And you can now do slow-motion video 

up to 240fps with image stabilization (again, with optical 

stabilization on the 6 Plus). 

9-10-14 9/11 and the On the software side, a new time-lapse 

feature in iOS 8 can automatically take photos at the 

interval you specify and then combine them into a movie. 

(This feature will be available to older phones, too.) The 

FaceTime HD (front) camera gets some updates, as well. A 

new sensor with a larger, f/2.2 aperture captures 81 percent 

more light, according to Apple, and offers better face 

detection. The FaceTime camera also inherits the iSight 

camera’s burst mode, capable of capturing up to 10 photos 

per second, and it can take single-shot HDR photos, as well 

as HDR videos. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... The 

unsubsidized prices for the iPhone 6 are $649 for 16GB, $749 

for 64GB, and $849 for 128GB. Unsubsidized prices for the 

iPhone 6 Plus are $749 for 16GB, $849 for 64GB, and $949 for 

128GB. Unlocked phones work only with GSM networks. (Apple 
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128GB. Unlocked phones work only with GSM networks. (Apple 

currently lists unlocked versions as “T-Mobile Contract-free”.) 

iPhone 6 models also get some new wireless capabilities. Both 

support 802.11ac Wi-Fi, which is up to three times faster than 

the Wi-Fi in the iPhone 5s. The new phones’ implementation 

of LTE for cellular data is faster, as well, with speeds of up to 

150mbps, compared to 100mbps in the 5s; and the new 

models support 20 LTE bands (compared to 13 previously), 

which Apple says is more than in any other smartphone. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the A surprising and intriguing one is the 

keyboard. In landscape orientation, the iOS onscreen 

keyboard gains extra buttons along the left and right edges, 

featuring shortcuts, for example, for styling text and copying 

and pasting. (Both models gain this tweak, though the 

iPhone 6 Plus gets more of these extra keys.) In portrait 

mode, the iPhone 6 keyboard looks quite familiar—but every 

single key is a little bit bigger, making typing accuracy that 

much better, in our quick hands-on 

9-10-14 9/11 Greg - Greg would like to see a keyboard on the 

MacBook Air + Pro of glass just like the one above on the 

iPhone6Plus but the a perfect size to take over the out of date 

keyboars on the MacBook Air + Pro... 

9-10-14 9/11 Greg - Greg would like a full size remote control 

unit with the iPhone6Plus and the MacBook Air + Pro. 

9-10-14 9/11 Greg in Key West, after the entire Apple HQ 

vacations in Key West on a sand bar they will give us a 

waterproof case that floats... I hear Apple also makes cases 

for the new phones? Yep, just as with most recent iPhone 

models, Apple’s also making a collection of official Apple 

iPhone cases. These cases are available in both silicone and 

leather models, featuring multiple colors (five for the 

leather editions, six for the silicone models). They’re 

available for both iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus. 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... 

9-10-14 9/11 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... 
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From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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